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PAX Emergency Backpack Berlin Magnet, PAX-Tec (blue, red), PAXPlan (yellow)
Order number: RD-07515
ENOUGH SPACE AND STILL COMPACT
Our emergency backpack Berlin forms the link between our
Wasserkuppe backpacks and the Feldberg range. It is
compact and still oﬀers you enough space for good
emergency equipment for your daily use. The front pockets
are set inside. In them and in the optionally available, colourcoded Velcro pockets, you can store your equipment
thematically separated, in accordance with the ABC scheme.
FRONT POCKETS, WHICH ARE ALSO INNER POCKETS
To keep the backpack narrow, we have placed the front
pockets inside. You open it from the outside with a double
zipper. From the inside you also access the front pocket. If
necessary, you can reach into the body of the backpack via
the front pocket without opening it completely. Infusions and
accessories are stored in the double loop rows of the lower
front pocket. Diagnostic materials, for example, ﬁt into the
upper front pocket.
PLENTY OF RUBBER LOOPS
In the body you will ﬁnd numerous rubber loops (which you
can take out or exchange for shorter ones). You can attach
smaller parts such as respiratory masks quickly and easily.
You can stow your gloves, for example, for DeepL access in
the tried and tested transparent pockets that are ﬁrmly
attached to the frame
Excellence - EVEN FROM THE OUTSIDE
Of course we have taken just as much trouble with the
exterior design. Your emergency backpack Berlin has a handle
on the top and on the side. You can replace the shoulder
straps (with quick release buckle). To protect your backpack
from moisture, the bottom is made of PAX-Lon. Even if you let
j. w. d. he stands on his four ﬁrmly riveted feet at a safe
distance from dirt and moisture. You can replace the feet
yourself if necessary. Or we can do it for you in our repair
service. To protect the sliders of the zipper from wear and
tear, park them in a zipper garage with the rucksack open.
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When closed, this garage protects the zipper chain from
abrasion.
The ﬁxation by magnets not only facilitates the removal of the
modules, it also promotes easier disinfection.
material: PAX-Tec (blue, red), PAX-Plan (yellow)
dimensions: 57 x 39 x 26 cm
weight: 3.4 kg
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